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In the recommendations made in the summary report of the IAEA Advisory

Group [1,2], further developed in the decisions of the Joint IPRC/lNDC Sub-

Committee on Atomic and Molecular Data for Fusion, an extensive programme

of research was outlined on processes which require detailed study if the

fusion problem is to be successfully solved.

An important component of this programme is the study of processes of

change in charge and mass composition with collisions between heavy atomic

particles and multiply-charged ions of impurity elements and among such

processes particular attention needs to be paid to charge exchange and col-

lision ionization of hydrogen atoms:

Together with hydrogen-on-proton resonance charge exchange, these two

processes may to a large extent determine the physics of beam heating of

plasma. Also of particular interest in this connection is the process of

ionization of the multiply-charged ion

which causes the channel of plasma energy losses through radiation to be-

come wider.

These processes need to be studied in detail for all possible charge

states of impurity ions (A ) at energies of atoms of hydrogen (and its iso-

topes) from tens to several hundreds of keV.

Because of the importance of such processes for corpuscular diagnostics,

a larger number of collision partners needs to be studied by means of those

neutral particles whose beams can be used for diagnostic purposes, and the

lower limit of the energy range shifts into the region of a few hundred eV.
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This energy range also includes the process of loss of an electron by

hydrogen atoms, which are always present as a result of recombination even

in the centre of the plasma column.

In the zone near the wall and in the divertor, elementary processes

occur at even lower energies (~ 0.1 eV-1 keV). These may have a consider-

able effect on the mean lifetime of an impurity ion in a specific (here, as

a rule, low) charge state, which means in the final analysis that the com-

position of impurities in the plasma column is also affected. The number

of collision partners increases here even more because of molecules and

molecular ions of hydrogen and its isotope and, possibly, also because of

a number of other very simple molecular formations which enter the chamber

from its walls [4-1 • The picture of the elementary processes becomes even

more complex where a cold gas blanket is used in thermonuclear reactors for

reducing the passage of impurities from the walls into the plasma column [5]

or for creating an artificial atmosphere in the chamber in order to remove

the helium ions which are formed as a result of the thermonuclear reaction

and have become cold by neutralizing them in the chamber.

A large set of particle pairs, the interaction of which is to be

investigated in a wide range of energies from 0.1 eV to several MeV (this

upper energy limit is determined by the processes of interaction with helium

ions with an energy of 3«5 MeV which have formed as a result of the thermo-

nuclear reaction), needs extensive study from different points of view and

involving different experimental techniques. In this connection we believe

that it is best to apply the "merged beam" method, which has proven itself

and is now fairly widely used. The characteristics of processes leading

to changes in the charge states and masses of particles in binary collisions

are determined here by analysing the change in composition of two mono-

kinetic particle beams which move in the same direction and interact with

each other as a result of their spatial superposition. As has been

shown [6], it thus becomes possible to study the collisions of two unstable

formations (atoms of molecular gases, atoms in metastable and highly

excited states [73f ions and chemical radicals), and sufficiently accurate

measurements can be made even at energies lower than the energy spread in

the beams. This makes it possible to go down to energies inaccessible to

other techniques. For example, in Ref. [8] measurements were performed at

energies of 0.001 eV with an energy resolution of 0.006 eV.
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On the other hand, the technique is not subject to any theoretical

limitations on measurements at high energies.

Use of the merged beam method should make it easier to study a

number of the points put forward in the IAEA programme on which the

number of experimental data at present available is clearly insufficient.

These include, in particular:

(1) Elementary processes involving multiply-charged ions at

energies of 0.1 eV-1 keV;

(2) Processes of change in charge states in collisions of

multiply-charged ions with atoms of molecular gases;

(3) Processes of stripping of atoms of hydrogen and its isotopes

present in metastable and highly-excited states on multiply-

charged ions.

At the I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy construction of the

ATOS experimental apparatus, which is designed for performing such

studies, has been completed [°<]» The unit is designed in accordance

with the merged beam principle.

The problem of merging beams in such devices is solved in different

ways, depending on the charge state of the beams. Thus, in each

particular case the design of the merging system limits the range of pos-

sible studies by means of one of the four possible charge ratios of inter-

acting particles:

(a) Both particles - ions with the same charge sign;

(b) Both particles - ions with different charge signs;

(c) One particle neutral;

(d) Both particles neutral.

The ATOS device is based on version (c). The beams interact here in

a high-vacmun (a few units x 10 mm mercury) measuring chamber ("MC" in

figure) containing the system for directing them, the collision chamber (CC)

and the system for analysing reaction products. The neutral particle

beam I, and the multiply-charged ion beam I_ pass into the measuring

chamber (MC) through sets of diaphragms (D) which operate as vacuum resis-

tances and are used for differential pumping of the measuring chamber.
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The beam direction system consists of three cylindrical capacitors

(C. - C ) . C. is for shifting the focus of the multiply-charged ion

beam to the input slit S? of the capacitor C?, which is a

Hughes-Rozhanskij energy analyser (deflection angle 127«2°). The ion

monokinetic beam separated by the capacitor Cp is spatially shifted by

the capacitor C^ with the beam of neutral particles which pass through

the hole of D_ into the inner plate of this capacitor. The cross-section

of the multiply-charged ion beam on emergence from C.., which is determined

by the dimensions of the slit S, and by the angle of divergence of the

beam in the horizontal plane (defined by the variable-width slit S.),

enables it to pass without obstruction through the diaphragm D . In the

region in which beams pass through D together, the ion beam is entirely

inside the neutral-particle beam since this diaphragm determines its

cross-section.

The plane-parallel condenser C serves for removing ions from the

beam I., and for causing metastable and particular highly—excited states to

disintegrate.

Passing through D the beams enter the collision chamber (CC) which

is supplied with a potential different from that of the surrounding space.

Thus, a certain difference becomes established between the energies of

ions and of neutral particles, which is required by the conditions of the

experiment. It then becomes possible to detect only those secondary ions

(ions generated by the effect produced) which are formed within the colli-

sion chamber [6], Because of the presence of fringing fields at the input

to the collision chamber and of a finite section of beam divergence after

they have passed through the chamber, the effective distance over which the

beams interact depends on the ratio between the potential of the collision

chamber and the particle energies in the beams. The distance of inter-

action is therefore determined in the course of the experiment, for which

purpose the collision chamber is constructed in two sections: a large

(main) and a small section, into which potentials can be supplied inde-

pendently. The arrangement and geometry of the hole pairs D, - D. and

D,- - Dg are entirely identical. Thus, successive measurements of the

effect current for one and the same potential in the basic section of the

collision chamber first connecting (i) and then not connecting (if) the

small section to it give results that differ by a value corresponding with

that of the length (l1) of the small section, which is exactly known.

The effective distance of beam interaction (l) when both sections are con-

nected is determined by the formula 1 = il'/(i.-i')«
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The ions produced by the effect studied are separated from the total

particle flux in an electrostatic energy analyser. For a complete set

of these ions it is necessary to take into account the presence in them

of energy and angular spreads arising during their formation and depend-

ing on the specific process involved. The energy analyser must there-

fore have both directional focusing and energy focusing within a given

range that can be varied in the course of the experiment. For this

reason the energy analyser was arranged in accordance with a two—step

scheme (E.. - E_) with zero total dispersion and an intermediate focus on

the variable-width slit S,-. In this way it is possible to vary the

energy range of ions let through by the analyser to the detector (De),

since the dispersion of one first step E.. differs from zero.

Unlike measurements of absolute cross-sections, the study of the

formation mechanism of secondary particles does not require a full set

of them. Here, the main effort is devoted to determining kinematic

links between angles of emission, energies and the probability of

secondary particles appearing. The effect of angles of emission

"collapsing11 in relation to the direction of the total movement of col-

lision partners in the merged beam method leads to a reduction in the

accuracy with which these angles can be measured. In these conditions

the measurement of the energy distribution of those secondary particles

which have preserved the direction of movement of the collision partners

is of particular importance. For these measurements it is advantageous

to use a Hughes-Rozhanskij cylindrical analyser, since it does not have

focusing in the vertical plane.

Accordingly, for the first step (E..), a capacitor has been chosen

with an angle of deflection of 127.3°, variable-width slots (S. and S-)

in its focuses and a variable-geometry field, which makes it possible to

change over from directional focusing to focusing only in the cylindrical

plane during the experiment. With directional focusing, when E.. is con-

nected, its focus shifts to the slit Sg. In this case S- moves com-

pletely apart and does not obstruct the passage of the beam.

The second step (E_) differs from the first only in the angle of

deflection, the E- angle being increased to 180°.

The focus of the whole system with directional focusing (the trajectory

of the beams is shown in the figure) coincides with the input window of the

detector De. With cylindrical field focusing the focus is shifted.
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However, this does not play an important role "because of the small angle

of divergence made "by the slots S. and S,- in the horizontal plane in order

for the energy resolution to be increased.

At all points of the main trajectory of the beam in the energy

analyser from the collision chamber to the detector, the potential is the

same and is equal to the potential of the collision chamber. This makes

it unnecessary to reset the analyser for variations in collision chamber

potential if ions arising from particles of the I, beam are detected.

The outer plate of E.. has a hole to enable particles of the I., beam

which have not reacted to pass into the neutral-particle detector (N).

The I., beam of neutral particles passing into the measuring chamber

is produced by neutralization on a gas target of a pre-formed ion beam

with known characteristics. The source used is either a high-frequency

one (especially for producing a proton beam) or is of the magnetron

type [io]. The same potential as that of the body of the device may be

supplied to the neutralization chamber. As a result, the particle

energy in the I., beam, which is determined by the sum of the basic

potential of the source and the potential of the neutralization chamber,

can reach 40 keV per primary ion charge. The system for determining the

population of excited levels is in general terms the same as that described

in Ref. [ll].

The multiply-charged ion beam I ? is formed from the flux of particles

extracted from a gas-discharge ion source which is similar to that des-

cribed in Ref. [12] but modernized for the conditions of the ATOS device.

The maximum energy of multiply-charged ions is 20 keV per charge.

In the near future regular experimental studies will be begun with

the ATOS device on elementary processes of interest for the development of

fusion.
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